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WELLINGTON: Springbok lock Lood de
Jager expects “more brutal than usual” clashes
to be at the core of the 2019 Super Rugby sea-
son, as it becomes a 21-week trial for the World
Cup. The 15-team, three-conference southern
hemisphere club championship kicks off today
when the Waikato Chiefs host the Otago High-
landers.

As the competition plays out through to the
final on July 6, bubbling beneath the surface is
an intriguing sub-plot. Coaches must weigh the
pressure to manage the workload of likely
World Cup players, and the 2018 leading play-
ers cannot assume they will still be in demand
when the World Cup starts in September.

“Reputations count for little in this context,”
the Northern Bulls lock De Jager told SARug-
bymag.com.za. “How many times have we seen
a young guy forcing his way into the national
set-up and playing a big role at the World
Cup? You just can’t take anything for granted.”

The local derbies in each conference are
typically ferocious affairs but De Jager is relish-
ing the fact they will be tougher than ever this
year. “They will be more brutal than usual in the
lead-up to the World Cup. It will be like World
Cup trials this season. I’m looking forward to it.” 

The Canterbury Crusaders, who play the
Auckland Blues on Saturday, are bidding for a
third successive title under coach Scott
“Razor” Robertson, who has an impressive 34-
3 record from two years with the All Blacks-
laden side.

In 23 years of Super Rugby, the Crusaders
have been victorious nine times and they are
aiming for 10 with most of last year’s squad,
with the notable absentee being the retired
Wyatt Crockett.

But a need to ease the workload on their
galaxy of stars-Kieran Read and Sam White-
lock will miss the first month-is one reason why
the Crusaders have only once won the cham-
pionship in a World Cup year, and that was
back in 1999. 

The Chiefs, with X-factor players Damian
McKenzie and Brodie Retallick, will be without
the inspirational Sam Cane for at least 12 weeks
as he recovers from a serious neck injury, while
the Wellington Hurricanes need to plug the
gaps left by Brad Shields and Julian Savea. 

The Auckland Blues have long been under-
achievers and have pinned their hopes this year
on replacing coach Tana Umaga with former
long-serving Crusader Leon MacDonald, and
uniting blockbuster midfield pair Sonny Bill
Williams and 36-year-old Ma’a Nonu-who has
returned after three years in France.

The Highlanders, who have relied on heroic
defence to compensate for a lack of ball-win-
ning ability, have beefed up their pack with the
inclusion of the 2.04-metre (6ft 8in), 128-kilo-
gramme (282lb) giant lock Pari Pari Parkinson. 

The Golden Lions, runners-up in the last
three seasons, are again seen as the biggest
threat from South Africa despite tight forwards
Jacques van Rooyen, Ruan Dreyer and Franco

Mostert heading to Europe. 
But Coastal Sharks coach Robert du Preez

summed up his frustrations after several mod-
est seasons by saying that with the talent at his
disposal “we are running out of excuses. We
have to succeed this year”. 

The Bulls have bolstered signed two old
hands: 32-year-old back-row forward Duane
Vermeulen and hooker Schalk Brits, 37. The
Waratahs rate as Australia’s brightest hope
with Ashley Adam-Cooper and Karmichael

Hunt joining Bernard Foley, Kurtley Beale and
Israel Folau in a first-class backline. 

The enigmatic Quade Cooper adds punch
to the Melbourne Rebels after moving from the
Queensland Reds, where he was frozen out last
season by coach Brad Thorne. The Jaguares,
the Argentina Pumas under another name, have
Gonzalo Quesada as new coach and a new
captain in Jeronimo de la Fuente but have lost
backline general Nicolas Sanches to Stade
Francais. —AFP

‘Brutal’ derbies beckon as Super 
Rugby becomes World Cup trial

Three-conference southern hemisphere club championship kicks off today

Sunwolves face 
Super Rugby crunch 
as World Cup looms
TOKYO: Japan’s Sunwolves take a woeful track record into their
fourth Super Rugby season with the growing threat of extinction
hanging over the Tokyo-based franchise.

Head coach Tony Brown, assistant to Japan boss Jamie
Joseph last campaign, will have to perform a delicate balancing
act with a bloated squad built largely to cater for the national
team’s World Cup preparations.

The Sunwolves face South Africa’s Coastal Sharks this week-
end in their opening game aiming for just their seventh victory
after three chastening seasons in the southern hemisphere’s elite
competition. Brown is expected to rotate liberally in the run-up
to the World Cup in Japan later this year with Brave Blossoms
in particular likely to be used with extreme care.

But the New Zealander will be under extreme pressure to
deliver results with the Sunwolves facing an uncertain future as
Super Rugby bosses prepare to meet in March to discuss the
competition’s future format.

Critics have called for the Sunwolves to be kicked out,
pointing to their poor record and the fact they rely so heavily
on imports-with players from New Zealand, Australia, South
Africa, Fiji, Tonga, Georgia and South Korea having pulled on
the red shirt. —AFP

Stroll ready to take 
a lead role in the 
family F1 business
TORONTO: Lance Stroll may be the favoured son at Racing
Point, the Formula One team his billionaire father Lawrence
bought last year, but the Canadian will still have to deliver the
goods for the family business.

The 20-year-old driver, a veteran of two seasons with
Williams, cannot expect an easy ride from Mexican team mate
Sergio Perez either. The pairing of the boss’s son with the 29-
year-old veteran who was with the Silverstone-based team in
their previous incarnation as Force India, could be both intrigu-
ing and potentially explosive this season.

Stroll, who has long chafed at the suggestion his progress
owes much to parental cash, told Reuters at a team livery
launch on Wednesday that he was ready to roll his sleeves up
for his new team.

“It’s a family business. He (Lawrence Stroll) has put me on
the turf and I have to get my hands dirty,” he said. “I’m not
kicking my feet up in my chair, I am going to be hustling and it
is a great opportunity for me as a racing driver, a big stepping
stone in my career.

“It’s a great opportunity for my father and the Stroll family,
we are putting our heart and soul into Racing Point. He has
been in my corner since day one and to be working alongside
him is an amazing opportunity.”

With a Canadian owner, a Canadian driver and several
Canadian sponsors, Racing Point made history at the Canadian

International Autoshow on Wednesday as the first Formula One
team to launch in North America.

While the relationship between Perez and Stroll was
nowhere near as frosty as the brutal winter weather outside,
there was an undeniable chill as the elephant in the auditorium
was addressed.

During a question and answer session both drivers were
asked if they looked forward to being in a competitive car
against each other. When the time for pictures came, a pho-
tographer setting up the photo suggested: “Lance pretend you
like him.”

That triggered a great laugh from the crowd, along with an
uncomfortable shuffle and smile from the two drivers. When
pushed, Stroll offered the Mexican some small platitudes.
Perez, who has made 155 Grand Prix starts and reached the
podium eight times, was more direct. —Reuters

File photo: shows drivers Lance Stroll, left, and Sergio Perez pose with
SportPesa Racing Point F1’s car at a press conference at the Canadian
International AutoShow.
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